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Bob’s ‘Cole’ Jaws for holding the rims of
bowls. Please turn over to see front.

Last month saw young Bob tackling bowl
turning, his first demonstration ever.
A splendid job he made of it too, albeit with some brevity (most unusual as you
can normally hear him chatting away to all and sundry during demonstrations!!!).
I for one, was very surprised to learn that Bob just uses scrapers to turn the
outside of bowls. It certainly worked however and the shavings were flying off.
Contentiously, Bob ‘makes to a price’ and if the inside shows slight scratching
then sobeit, “it still sells and that’s what counts”. You can’t argue with that.
Some of our more intrepid members
ventured forth recently to watch e
demonstration by Carlyn Lindsay (at
AWGB Kent).
Carlyn specialises in laminated turnings. She prefers to use contrasting
laminates to enhance sycamore, in
the main.
A stunning effect is achieved but itneeds a fair bit of forward planning.
Worth a try ? - Go on, give it a go.

Memb
ers’
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You will no doubt remember that Arthur Collyer
recently resigned from
the club due to long term
illness.
He has kindly donated his
lathe (and tools) to the
club. It is a Multico with a
4’ bed. A solid machine
on a solid bench.
It is too large for the club
to keep as we do not have
the storage. If interested
please contact Maggie.
Its sale will be discussed
on Sunday.

For Sale: Brand new ‘Nutool’ lathe, still in box (been there since 1993 but never used).
Ideal starting lathe for a beginner. £50. Contact Brian Pope — 01424 441920
Do you want some big pieces of Leylandii (up to 3’ diameter)?
If so, contact Mr & Mrs Woodhouse — 01435 812233
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Date of next Meeting:
Sunday17th July
Summer Competition
and BBQ
Partners welcome

